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Local threshold field for dendritic instability in superconducting MgB2 films
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Using magneto-optical imaging the phenomenon of dendritic flux penetration in superconducting films was
studied. Flux dendrites were abruptly formed in a 300-nm-thick film of MgB2 by applying a perpendicular
magnetic field. Detailed measurements of flux density distributions show that there exists a local threshold field
controlling the nucleation and termination of the dendritic growth. At 4 K the local threshold field is close to
12 mT in this sample, where the critical current density is 107 A/cm2 . The dendritic instability in thin films is
believed to be of thermomagnetic origin, but the existence of a local threshold field and its small value are
features that distinctly contrast with the thermomagnetic instability 共flux jumps兲 in bulk superconductors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An abrupt penetration of magnetic flux in the form of
branching patterns was observed in 1967, in superconducting
Nb alloys.1 The phenomenon received much attention in the
1990s, when advancements in magneto-optical 共MO兲 imaging allowed studies with a much higher spatial resolution.
The branching phenomenon, or dendritic instability, has now
been observed in YBa2 Cu3 O7 films2,3 共induced by a laser
pulse兲, in field-cooled Nb films,4 and in zero-field-cooled
共ZFC兲 patterned Nb films.5 However, the material most sensitive to the instability seems to be the recently discovered
superconductor MgB2 , a material in which the flux dendrites
appear in uniform ZFC films placed in an applied field or
triggered by passing a transport current.6 –9
The dendritic flux instability is believed to be of thermomagnetic origin, similarly to the much further explored phenomenon of flux jumps. Flux jumps are a dominant threat to
the stability of the critical state in superconductors, and are
especially important in high-current and high-field
applications.10–13 Local heating due to motion of the magnetic vortices reduces the pinning, and will facilitate their
further motion. This may lead to an avalanche process,
where a macroscopic amount of flux suddenly invades the
superconductor—a process accompanied by a strong heating.
A number of common features indicate that the same
physical mechanism underlies both the dendritic instability
and flux jumps. First, both phenomena occur only at
low temperatures, and they develop very quickly (104
⫺106 cm/s, see Refs. 1 and 2兲. Moreover, both instabilities
can be suppressed by contacting the superconductor with
normal metal so that heat is removed more efficiently.8,14
Furthermore, dynamics in the form of branching flux and
temperature distributions have recently been obtained by
computer simulations accounting for the heat produced by
flux motion,6,15 and thus support strongly that the flux dendrites indeed result from a thermomagnetic instability.
There seems to be two necessary conditions for an instability to develop within the dendritic scenario. The first is a
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small thickness of the superconductor: to our best knowledge, the dendrites have so far been observed only in films
with thicknesses ⭐0.5 m.16 The long-range vortex-vortex
interactions typical for thin films17,18 are probably essential
for the branching flux structures to form. Secondly, the process should be adiabatic so that the temperature distribution
remains highly nonuniform during the dendrite growth.
Computer simulations15 have demonstrated that dendrites occur only when the heat diffusivity is much smaller than the
magnetic diffusivity.
The key quantity characterizing flux jump is the applied
field, B fj , when the first jump occurs in a ZFC superconductor. The B fj also determines the interval between complete flux jumps 共the magnetization dropping to zero兲 as seen
in Fig. 1 共left兲. Therefore, the central question is whether a
threshold field exists also for dendritic flux jumps. From typical M (B) data for an MgB2 film shown in Fig. 1 共right兲 the
answer seems to be that it does not. The jumps here are very
small, typically ⌬M ⬃10⫺2 M , because one dendritic structure occupies only a small fraction of the sample. Furthermore, they are irregularly spaced along the applied field axis,
and the exact jump pattern is irreproducible when the experiment is repeated.
In the search for a ‘‘dendritic’’ B fj we have performed a
magneto-optical study of flux penetration in a virgin MgB2

FIG. 1. Magnetization M (B) data exhibiting conventional flux
jumps 共left, Ref. 19兲 and irregular small jumps 共right, Ref. 20兲 due
to abrupt penetration of flux dendrites shown in the inserted MO
image.
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FIG. 2. MO images showing dendritic flux structures formed near the edge of the MgB2 film at applied fields, which in 共a兲–共c兲 are
B a ⫽2.3, 3.2, and 7.4 mT, respectively. The dendritic structures for different B a differ in size, but not in flux density 共image brightness兲 along
the core of the individual branches.

film, and analyzed quantitatively the flux density distributions produced by the dendritic instability. We find that the
dendritic instability indeed has a threshold field. However,
this is a threshold not for the applied field but instead for the
local flux density. This local threshold field determines when
and where in the superconducting film the dendritic structures nucleate.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the sample
and the experimental method used in this work are briefly
described. The results of the MO imaging investigation are
presented in Sec. III, and a discussion follows in Sec. IV.
Finally, the conclusion is given in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENT

Films of MgB2 were fabricated on Al2 O3 substrates using
pulsed laser deposition.21 A 300-nm-thick film shaped as a
square with dimensions 5⫻5 mm2 was selected for the
present studies. The sample has a high degree of c-axis alignment perpendicular to the plane, and shows a sharp superconducting transition at T c ⫽39 K.
The flux density distribution in the superconducting film
was visualized using MO imaging based on the Faraday effect in ferrite garnet indicator films. For a recent review of
the method, see Ref. 22; description of our setup is found
elsewhere.23 The sample was glued with GE varnish to the
cold finger of the optical cryostat, and a piece of MO indicator covering the sample area was placed loosely on top of
the MgB2 film. Before the mounting a few plastic spheres of
diameter 3.5 m were distributed over the sample surface to
avoid thermal influence of the MO indicator.
As usual, the gray levels in the MO images were converted to magnetic-field values using a calibration curve obtained above T c . In all the images shown in the present
work, the bright regions correspond to high values of the flux
density, while the fully dark areas are free of flux, i.e., Meissner state regions. All the experiments were carried out at T
⫽3.6 K on an initially ZFC sample.
III. RESULTS

The MgB2 film was placed in a slowly increasing perpendicular applied field, B a . At small fields, up to B a ⫽2 mT,

we observed just conventional flux penetration where a
gradual increase in B a results in a smooth advancement of
the flux front. Increasing the field further this smooth behavior starts to be accompanied by a sudden invasion of macroscopic dendritic structures, as illustrated in Fig. 2 showing
MO images of the flux distribution near the edge at B a
⫽2.3, 3.2, and 7.4 mT. The images cover different parts of
the sample which all have in common that dendritic structures had been formed just before the images were recorded.
As in earlier studies, these structures are seen to develop at
seemingly random places that vary from one experiment to
another, and the dendrites grow to final size faster than we
can detect 共1 ms兲. As the applied field continues to increase
we find that outside the dendritic areas the flux front advances gradually, while the dendrites that are already formed
alway remain completely frozen. Below we will focus on the
dendritic flux behavior, and the gradual ‘‘background’’ penetration, also displaying interesting nonuniform features, will
be the subject of a separate paper.
Let us first look, in a more detailed manner, at one individual branch of a dendritic structure, where the area marked
by a white rectangle in Fig. 2共c兲 was chosen as a typical
example. Several flux density profiles across the large branch
were measured, with the result seen in Fig. 3. The profiles
have an overall triangular shape that varies only slightly
along the branch. The maximum flux density in the center
remains essentially the same, 10–12 mT, whereas the branch
width increases from 30 m near the root towards 50 m
near the tip. The reason for such broadening is not fully
clear, but is probably related to the fact that near the tip the
distance from neighboring branches is larger. Near the root
of a dendritic structure the branches always grow densely
and their mutual repulsion causes each of them to be compressed.
Shown in Fig. 4 is a series of flux density profiles across
the whole dendritic ‘‘tree’’ seen in Fig. 2共b兲. To avoid overlap of graphs, subsequent profiles C–H in Fig. 4 are shifted
along the vertical axis. By comparing Figs. 2共b兲 and 4 each
peak can be identified as a branch present in the MO image.
For profiles C–E in Fig. 4 the outermost branches of the tree
are the more pronounced, and many minor ones are located
in between. In the profiles F–H in Fig. 4 the number of
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FIG. 3. Profiles of flux density across one
branch of a large dendritic structure which appeared at B a ⫽7.4 mT. The MO image shows the
region marked by the rectangle in Fig. 2共c兲.

branches diminishes, and large flux-free regions exist between them. From this set of curves we see that, like in Fig.
3, the maximum flux density 共at the dendrite core兲 remains
essentially constant, B max⬇12 mT, along one branch. Moreover, a striking fact is that this value is the same for all
branches.
This universality motivates a comparison also to the B
profile across the film edge. Due to demagnetization effects
the field becomes concentrated near the edge of a superconducting film, and hence the MO images show a line of maximum brightness exactly along the sample edge. For the comparison we choose the MO image from Fig. 2共a兲, where the
flux penetration near the edge is most regular. The flux density profiles along lines A-A and B-B are presented in Fig. 5.
Note that in the A profile of Fig. 5 only the part to the right
of the peak is relevant, i.e., representing penetrated magnetic
flux. Remarkably, we find that the peak values as well as the
slopes of the profiles are essentially the same. Hence, this,
together with similar investigations made at other locations,
leads us to conclude that the MgB2 film does not allow anywhere in the sample the local field to exceed the value of
B max⬇12 mT.
How this universality of B max applies very generally can
be illustrated by histograms of the flux density distributions
at different applied field. Shown in Fig. 6 are histograms of
B(x,y) over the entire field of view of the MO images for
three applied fields in the range of 2– 8 mT. At 2.3 mT the
number of dendrites is small and so is their size, and only a
very small fraction of the sample has a local field exceeding
10 mT. As the applied field increases the histogram develops
a pronounced peak near 10 mT and the existence of a maximum local field becomes evident. It is clear that although the
dendrites that are formed vary widely in their size, and the
total area covered by dendrites is very different, the maximum local field remains the same.

ation of the instability. When the ZFC superconducting film
is placed in an increasing applied field, its interior remains
first flux-free, and the field becomes enhanced at the edges.
When the local edge field exceeds B max , an avalanchelike
invasion of flux is nucleated there. The avalanche development is then driven not only by local heating, as in bulk
superconductors, but in a film also by a local increase of the
field. Geometrical field amplification at concave defects
along the edge is an effect well known from MO imaging
studies,22,24,25 and is due to the bending of the Meissner currents that are forced to flow around the defected region, in
this case the heated spot where the avalanche starts. In the
first stage the avalanche grows predominantly in the direction perpendicular to the edge, as seen from the distinct root
of the dendritic structures. In a similar way, any perturbation

IV. DISCUSSION

The existence of the universal field B max sheds new light
on the mechanism of dendrite formation. The present results
suggest that B max serves as a local threshold field for nucle-

FIG. 4. Flux density profiles across a dendritic structure that
appeared at B a ⫽3.2 mT, shown in Fig. 2共b兲. To avoid overlap the
profiles are shifted 共by 10 mT兲 with respect to each other.
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FIG. 5. Profiles of flux density near the edge 共A兲, and across a
dendrite 共B兲 obtained from the MO image shown in Fig. 2共a兲.

along this penetration channel will be enhanced due to the
Meissner current bending, and eventually will result in
multiple branching. Note that the irreproducibility of the
dendritic patterns indicates that the branching points are not
directly related to the pinning landscape or other nonuniformities grown into the sample. The dendritic structure will
grow and continue branching until the flux density reduces to
B max in the cores of all branches. This is the final state of the
instability, and it is what we see in the MO images. Upon
further increase of the applied field, the condition B⬍B max
soon becomes violated again, now at a different place along
the edge from where a new dendritic structure will invade the
film.

FIG. 6. Histograms of areas having various flux densities 共pixel
values of the MO images in Fig. 2兲 in the sample at three applied
fields. Despite the quite different B a all histograms display approximately the same maximum field of 12 mT.

Another interesting result most clearly seen from Fig. 5 is
that the slope of the B profiles near the film edge, and across
a dendritic branch, is essentially the same. Actually, this
slope is also characteristic of all profiles across the large
dendritic structure shown in Fig. 4. Since the slopes reflect
the local critical current density, j c , this suggests that they
were formed at the same temperature, since j c is strongly
temperature dependent. It is then clear from Fig. 5 that the
heating during the dendrite propagation stage was localized
to a very narrow core of the branch. The sharpness of the
peaked flux profiles shows that the heated core has a width of
15 m, or less. This is consistent with results obtained also
by Bolz et al.26
The magnitude of the critical current density can be estimated from the profiles of Fig. 5 using the Bean-model
formula for a thin strip in a perpendicular field.27,28 For
small fields, the flux penetration depth is given as ␦
⫽0.5w(  B a /  0 d j c ) 2 , where w is the strip halfwidth, and
d is its thickness. Substituting here ␦⫽30 m and w
⫽2500  m, one obtains j c ⬇107 A/cm2 . Unfortunately, this
high j c is compromised by the dendritic instability which
largely influences the macroscopic magnetic properties of the
film. Magnetization curves of MgB2 films in general are
chaaracterized by the following: 共i兲 they contain numerous
dips of different magnitudes 共noisy behavior兲 and 共ii兲 the
average M recalculated into the critical current density gives
a much lower value than the ‘‘true’’ j c . 20,6
Let us compare the experimentally found threshold field
12 mT with theoretical estimates. The first jump field, within
the adiabatic approach and the Bean model, is given as10–13
B fj⫽

冉

2  0C j c
 jc /T

冊

1/2

,

共1兲

where C is the heat capacity. This result is obtained for bulk
superconductors and should be modified for thin samples in a
perpendicular field. Using the Bean-model flux distributions
in thin films27,28 one can show29 that the field B fj should be
multiplied by a factor ⬃ 冑d/w. Then, substituting C
⫽0.3 kJ/K m3 共Ref. 30兲 in Eq. 共1兲, assuming j c (T)⬀(T c
⫺T), we obtain B fj⫽1.5 mT at 4 K. Note that this B fj should
give the applied field when the first flux dendrite enters a
ZFC film. For our experiments on the MgB2 film this field
equals 2 mT, in excellent agreement with the theoretical estimate.
At this field, B a ⫽2 mT, the local flux density was measured to be 12 mT 共Fig. 5兲 at the film edge.31 After many
dendrites have entered the film, the flux distribution became
strongly nonuniform, and the criterion for the threshold applied field B fj is no longer applicable. Nevertheless, we find
that the value 12 mT can still be used as a local threshold
field.
The penetration scenario has to be slightly modified for a
superconductor with initial nonzero uniform flux density B̃.
For conventional flux jumps in bulk superconductors the
presence of a frozen-in field leads to a shift of the instability
field by B̃ because only the difference B a ⫺B̃ is important.
This is readily seen from Fig. 1 共left兲, where every jump
creates almost uniform flux distribution in the sample with
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flux density equal to the applied field. A similar shift of the
threshold field is also expected for the dendritic instability.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have found, using magneto-optical imaging, that the nucleation as well as the termination of dendritic
flux avalanches in superconducting MgB2 films are governed
by a local threshold field, B max⬇12 mT. Avalanches nucleate
near the edge whenever the local flux density exceeds B max
and the flux invasion proceeds as long as there exist regions
where B⬎B max . As a result, each avalanche ends with a flux
distribution where B⫽B max in the cores of all branches of
the dendritic structure. We find that as the applied field is

increased, the flux density at the edge remains equal to B max ,
while new dendritic flux structures will invade the film. The
width of the dendrite cores, which are the heated channels of
flux invasion, was found to be 15 m, or less, whereas in the
final state the dendrite fingers are 60– 80-m wide.
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